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How to control the properties of calcite?

Cement-like system:

Calcium Carbonate (calcite) paste

Tuning interactions forces with additives:

Ions (Ca(OH)2, Na(OH)) or carboxylic polymers
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MICROSCOPIC
structure & 
interactions

How to control the properties of calcite?

MACROSCOPIC
rheological
properties
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Paste characterization
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Microscopic Interactions: DLVO
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Microscopic Interactions: DLVO
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Microscopic Interactions: DLVO

Potentiel Zeta measurement for paste =10%

collaboration Anna Costa ISTEC Faenza, Italy

Debye length calculation: chemical speciation with Minteq

I





Focus on two systems:  

Pure CaCO3 : surface positively charged 

CaCO3 + NaOH : superficial sites neutralised by OH- ions

Microscopic Interactions: DLVO
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Rheology: flow

Ultrasonic velocimetry coupled to rheometry

flow behavior: viscosity, flow curves

velocity profiles

Gallot, T. et al., Review of Scientific Instruments (2013)
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Rheology: macroscopic properties

First signature of interaction: G’(NaOH)>>G’(pure), =10% 
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Rheology: macroscopic properties

Pure calcite =10%, Calcite + NaOH =7%

First signature of interaction: G’(NaOH)>>G’(pure) 
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Rheology: velocity profiles
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Rheology: velocity profiles
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Velocity profiles comparison



Velocity profiles comparison

Wall slip for both samples

NaOH: shear banding (starting from 50 s-1)



Velocity profiles comparison

Second signature : Pure calcite paste never shows shear-bands

Attractive suspension exhibits shear-bands



glassy 

emulsion 

homogeneous 

throughout the 

yielding 

transition

Literature comparison

Yielding transition in jammed system (300 nm)

SDS surfactant tuning short range attractive forces (depletion forces)

Flow: adhesive (8% wt SDS) and nonadhesive (1% wt SDS) systems

attractive 

glass with 

shear banding 



Conclusion

Colloidal fractal gel 

Simple ions tuning interactions

Signature of interactions:

Homogeneous flow for low 

attractive system

Shear-bands for strong 

attractive



Questions?
Suggestions?

Comments?
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